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From the bestselling illustrator of the FROGGY picture books. It's Mother's Day, and Gus has a great idea. During art time at school, he'll make Mom a special present. But things don't go exactly as he plans. Will Mom like Gus's gift? This sweet, simple Pre-Level 1 story takes brand-new readers on an adventure with lovable rhino Gus.

**Synopsis**

From the bestselling illustrator of the FROGGY picture books. It's Mother's Day, and Gus has a great idea. During art time at school, he'll make Mom a special present. But things don't go exactly as he plans. Will Mom like Gus's gift? This sweet, simple Pre-Level 1 story takes brand-new readers on an adventure with lovable rhino Gus.
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**Customer Reviews**

We like the Gus books, I think they are one of the best easy readers for beginning readers. The only issue is my beginning reader daughter still feels "they are too long" and gets discouraged. I love that they use the same words a few times in the story to make it easier. They are a good step up from advanced reader BOB books for young or struggling new readers

Fun, low vocabulary, read ^.

The Gus books are all so great! Our daughter loves sounding out the words and reading the stories together. If highly recommend them for beginning readers.
Not easy to find books with the name Gus on them, so these were perfect for our grandson. cute read and adorable!

I tutor reading at a local school and these Gus books are good for kids working on their reading skills!
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